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• Tournaments are designed to enhance participants’ effort and productivity.
• We empirically study the impact of interim rank on performance using data from international diving tournaments.
• We find that competitors systematically underperform when ranked closer to the top, despite higher incentives to perform well.
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a b s t r a c t

Tournaments are designed to enhance participants’ effort and productivity. However, ranking near the
top may increase psychological pressure and reduce performance. We empirically study the impact of
interim rank on performance using data from international diving tournaments.We find that competitors
systematically underperform when ranked closer to the top, despite higher incentives to perform well.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is common for workers to compete in tournaments for
rewards based on relative performance. A growing literature has
emerged on the effects of tournaments on labor market outcomes.
While competition may lead to enhanced performance, some
studies suggest that the incentives provided by tournaments
may also increase psychological pressure, ultimately diminishing
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performance (Ariely et al., 2005; Dohmen, 2008; Apesteguia and
Palacios-Huerta, 2010; Genakos and Pagliero, 2012).

In this paper, we focus on how interim ranking in a dynamic
tournament affects performance. We start with the observation
that performance pressure on those leading the competition is
likely different from the pressure on those lagging behind.We then
focus on how performance varies depending on interim ranking,
while holding constant the type of task being performed.

This paper contributes to the existing literature in two ways.
First, it exploits a unique feature of diving competitions: an ath-
lete’s entire dive list is announced before the competition begins.1

1 Each dive is identified by an alphanumeric code and its degree of difficulty.
Athletes must perform the exact movements required for the announced dives.
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No changes are allowed. Thus, the full list of movements to be per-
formedwithin each competition is completely predetermined. Rel-
ative to Genakos and Pagliero (2012), this feature greatly simplifies
the analysis of the impact of interim rank on performance, since
athletes’ strategies cannot respond to events during the competi-
tion.

Second, this paper provides an interesting test of the external
validity of previous results regarding the effect of rank on
performance obtained using data on weightlifting competitions
(Genakos and Pagliero, 2012). In fact, although the skill sets
required by competitive diving and weightlifting are completely
different (agility vs. strength), we still find consistent evidence that
professional divers, like weightlifters, underperformwhen close to
the top of the interim ranking. This result is robust to additional
controls for fatigue, intensity of the competition or the potential
gain in rank from a well-executed dive.

2. Diving competitions and the data

In diving, athletes jump into the water from a platform or
springboard while performing acrobatics. Athletes are divided by
gender, and most competitions consist of three disciplines: 1m
and 3m springboards, and the platform (10 m). In major events,
there is a preliminary and a semi-final stage. The best athletes then
compete in the finals.

Divers submit a list of dives they intend to perform before
the event.2 Each dive has a fixed degree of difficulty, depending
on what combination of twists, tucks, pikes and somersaults it
involves. During the competition, the athletes perform their list of
dives in sequence and a panel of judges awards them a score for
each dive.3 An interim score is calculated after each attempt based
on the cumulative score of dives taken so far. The diver with the
highest total score at the end of the competition is declared the
winner.

The relationship between final rank and prizes is convex,
although it is not precisely observable to the researcher. Direct
monetary prizes for diving are smaller than for more popular
sports like tennis and golf. However, indirect rewards such as
media coverage, private sponsorships, and other benefits such as
civil service jobs are often enjoyed by athletes winning medals in
international competitions.

We collected round-by-round data from the international gov-
erning body of aquatic sports (FINA) for all divers participating in
the finals of Olympic Games, World and European Championships,
and Champions Cup from 1988 to 2012, yielding over 7500 indi-
vidual stage-specific observations for 515 athletes. For each ob-
servation we know the type of competition, date, athlete’s name,
discipline, the degree of difficulty and score achieved for each dive,
together with the final overall ranking of each competition. From
this, we reconstructed the interim ranking of all athletes at each
stage of the competition.

3. Empirical framework

We estimate the impact of interim rank on performance using
the following model:

Scoreitjs = Xitjδ0 + g

Rankitj(s−1), δ1


+ δ2Difficultyitjs + τitj + uitjs (1)

2 The number of dives in the finals has varied over the years (between 5 and 11).
3 Each of seven judges awards from 0 to 10 points for every dive. The final score

for each dive is calculated by deleting the two highest and two lowest scores and
summing the remaining scores.

Fig. 1. The impact of interim rank on performance.

where Scoreitjs is the score obtained by athlete i, in year t ,
competition j, and stage s.4 Difficultyitjs is the degree of difficulty,
and Rankitj(s−1) is the interim rank in the previous stage. Our
main interest is in the vector of parameters δ1 in the flexible
functional form g(·), which describes the impact of rank on the
score achieved, controlling for the degree of difficulty.

We correct for unobserved heterogeneity by extensively
controlling for fixed effects. In particular, the error term in (1) can
be decomposed as:

uitjs = τi + τt + τj + τit + τij + τtj + τitj + ηitjs (2)

where ηitjs describes the random component of performance,
ηitjs ∼ IID(0, σ 2

η ). This idiosyncratic component allows for random
errors by the athletes, or for unforeseen circumstances affecting
performance during a specific dive. Our most general specification
allows for athlete-year-competition fixed effects.

4. Results

We explore the relationship between interim rank and the
score for a dive using a fully flexible dummy-variable specification,
g(Rankitj(s−1), δ1) = Σnδ1nRank(n)itj(s−1). Table 1 reports the
results using alternative fixed effects specifications. The omitted
rank category corresponds to the athlete ranked first, so all the
rank coefficients measure the impact of being ranked nth relative
to being first. Fig. 1 plots the estimated coefficients.

Controlling for multiple sources of unobserved heterogeneity
has a substantial impact on the results. There is no significant
correlation between interim ranking and score when we control
for athlete, year, and competition fixed effects separately (Table 1,
columns 1 and 2). However, as we control for additional sources
of unobserved heterogeneity, a positive and statistically significant
relationship appears (Table 1, columns 3 to 5).5 The magnitude of
the impact is also substantial. The score of an individual dive varies
between 0 and 30, and a shift from first to tenth place implies an
increase in score of about 5 points, which is about 23% of the mean
score in the sample.
Robustness

Table 2, column 1 shows that interim rank has a positive and
significant effect on performance.Whenwe also control for fatigue
using the cumulative degree of difficulty attempted in previous

4 In stage s, athletes must perform the sth dive in their list. The first stage is
dropped because the interim ranking is not defined.
5 This result is driven by omitted variable bias. Individuals with greater ability

are likely to be ranked towards the top, and they also perform better on average.
When we do not control for individual characteristics, the rank variable captures
the impact of differences in quality, so the performance at the top of the ranking is
overestimated.
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